
Printing Using Household Items

Styrofoam 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

Sheets of Styrofoam (clean flat sided Styrofoam from pizza 
packaging or commercial meat packaging with the sides cut off)
Ballpoint pen or dull pointed pencil or knitting needle
Paper or fabric to print onto
Paints suitable for printing with ie acrylic paint, ink pads, fabric 
paint, silk paints etc. (follow manufacturers instructions for use)
Surface for printing – padded surface (towel) with newspaper to 
cover the padded surface
Toothpick
Damp sponge
 
Optional
Rubber brayer for ink (available at crafts or art supply stores)  
Baby wipes
Bowl of warm water
Soft nail brush

Tips

Styrofoam – Pizza Express/Tesco Basic range bases are really 
good.
Knitting needle is really good but you may prefer a ballpoint or dull 
pencil.
Try printing onto paper in the first instance and then onto fabric
Rubber brayer nice to have but you could use an old rolling pin or 
glass bottle.  Small stamps – fingers will suffice
Remember when drawing your picture or design to mirror image it.
It may be the third print which is best!  It seems the new Styrofoam 
designs take a couple of paint coverings before they are good.
Always clean stamps with warm water or baby wipes or both.
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GETTING STARTED

1. Cut the Styrofoam to the required size.  It needs to be flat.
2. Draw your picture or design very lightly with a pencil or 

ballpoint pen on the Styrofoam.  Then go over the lines, 
pressing harder to make the lines go deep below the surface 
(I use a knitting needle but pencil or ballpoint is OK).  These 
lines will not print but the rest of the plate will receive and 
transfer ink/paint to the print paper or fabric.

3. You can add some texture and patterns to the Styrofoam 
plate: dots or dashes into the picture or design – these will 
not be inked/painted onto the print paper or fabric.

4. Put your Styrofoam plate, design side up, on a piece of 
newspaper.  

5. Apply the paint or ink in different directions covering the 
picture or design using a damp sponge (you may wish to use 
a brayer)  

6. The cut lines should have no ink/paint in them.  If they do 
use a pencil tip or toothpick to clear the lines.

7. Wipe your fingers and carefully put the Styrofoam plate onto 
clean newspaper.

Option A
8. Put your paper or fabric (a little larger than the plate) 

carefully on top of the Styrofoam plate 
9. Rub carefully with your fingers or use a brayer (rolling pin or 

glass bottle) to be sure the ink/paint has transferred.

Option B
10.Place your fabric or paper onto clean newspaper (the right 

side up) and a little larger than your Styrofoam plate.  
11. Carefully place the Styrofoam plate on top of the fabric 

or paper and rub with your fingers, hand, roller to transfer the 
ink or paint.

12. Slowly peel off the Styrofoam print.  Examine it.  Did 
you use enough paint/ink?  Too much?  Did your drawing 
print evenly?  Put this first print or “proof” away to dry.

13. Make another print and another.  Explore different 
colours.

14. Wash your Styrofoam print with water.  Use the sponge 
to remove excess paint/ink. A soft nail brush can be used. 
Dry
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